
INTRO 
 
To my dear grandchild and heir, 
 
Time grows short. My last deed as the sole surviving resident of Tillinghast Manor will be to 
bequeath it to you. Some people will accuse me of cruelty in this, but I promise you that I am 
driven by love – for you, and for the old place itself – as well as a conviction that you will be well 
suited to each other. 
 
Included with the house are many family heirlooms of great age, value and mystery. I will not 
presume to tell you what to do with them. This is not the sort of house for anybody to easily 
make a home in, but you are not just anybody – you are a Tillinghast, and it is now for you to 
decide what that will mean.  



LOVE-PRESTIGE 
 
Dear Henriette, 
 
No doubt you are excited at the prospect of inheriting such a grand house as Tillinghast Manor. 
I was, at your age. But I soon realised that it is no place to live alone, so I did what I could to 
make it comfortable for guests, and began to cultivate friendships with prominent people. <if 
chair = love>We would all crowd into the sofa together, talking and laughing late into the 
night.<else if chair = prestige>I would sit in my grandfather's magnificent old armchair and hold 
court late into the night.<else if chair = spooky>I would sit in my grandfather's decrepit old 
armchair and inhabit the character of that enigmatic old patriarch, which never failed to get a 
laugh.<end if> And together we kept the strange malaise of the place at bay. 
 

 
 
Eventually I fell in love with one of my new friends, a notable explorer (which was something 
one could be, in those days) and we were married with magnificent ceremony. Of course, it 
wasn't easy for either of us, with my beloved so frequently away in distant and dangerous lands. 
But with careful planning and hard work between trips, we were able to have many beautiful 
children – your mother and her brothers and sisters, who have all gone on to great 
accomplishments of their own. 
 

 
 
I am sure your mother has already bestowed you with all the advice you could ever need or 
want. But if I could pass down to you one word of caution to go with the manor, it would be this: 
[CHOICE] 
 

1. Never allow the ancestral darkness of Tillinghast Manor to raise its head once more. It 
was difficult enough to banish it once; to do so again might prove impossible. 

2. Do not be afraid of the darkness. It has suited me to live surrounded by love and 
laughter, but I am not you. If the melancholy of our bloodline calls to you, go to it gladly – 
or sadly, as the case may be. 

3. However you choose to live, make sure you are not alone. Some call this house a curse, 
but you will never find it too much to bear if you are surrounded by people who love you. 

 
I leave you my home, Henriette – a difficult gift, at best. I only hope it will be as good to you as it 
was to me. 
  



LOVE-SPOOKY 
 
Dear Morella, 
 
No doubt you are excited at the prospect of inheriting such a grand house as Tillinghast Manor. 
I was, at your age. I wanted nothing more than someone with whom to share my new home, 
and before long I was married to a poet, the most beautiful delicate soul ever to set foot inside 
these grim walls. We had a child, your mother, and for a time we were happy. 
 

 
 
Alas, the peculiar melancholy of this place seemed to strike a chord deep within my beloved. As 
the years went by, the bright-eyed creature who had captured my heart was overtaken by 
something else, a darkness no doctor could diagnose or cure. <if urn = love>I was left to tend to 
the flowers we loved, replacing them each week in their morbid vase, though nobody else 
remains to admire them.<else if urn = prestige>The urn on the mantelpiece, once my most 
prized possession, is now a daily reminder of the loss that has blighted my life in this 
place.<else if urn = spooky>Where once we held seances together, reaching out for the former 
owners of my heirlooms, I was left alone to reach out in vain for my lost love.<end if> 
 

 
 
Please, Morella, take a warning from my story. When you fall in love: [CHOICE] 
 

1. Leave your unlucky beloved alone. Do not bring them into this place of doom and 
darkness. This inheritance is our cross to bear in solitude. 

2. Choose someone warm and bright enough to withstand the cold and darkness of 
Tillinghast Manor. Love them so hard that it drives away the shadows. 

3. Choose someone suited to the life that is your lot; someone who will thrive on the 
darkness, and make it a home. 

 
Take care, Morella. We can try to surround ourselves with love in life, but each of us leaves 
alone. 
  



PRESTIGE-LOVE 
 
Dear Maxamillian, 
 
It is both a privilege and a burden to inherit a legacy like this one, especially at our age: the age 
you are now; the age I was then. When I came to Tillinghast Manor, I determined to become 
worthy of our ancestral home by making some contribution of note to the world, something that 
could not be overshadowed by our family's morbid reputation. 
 
I rose to a position of prominence. I entered politics. Modesty forbids me mention of the many 
titles bestowed and statues erected in my honour, so I will not mention them. <if mirror = love>In 
my bedroom (soon to be yours) there once stood a broken mirror. I had it removed, and have 
never felt the need to replace it; I do not fear my reflection, but have learned to seek it instead in 
the public I serve, and in their opinions of me.<else if mirror = prestige>The mirror in my 
bedroom (soon to be yours) was once cracked and distorted; now it shows me the reflection of a 
person I am proud to be. I hope it is not the only thing in this world I will leave better than I found 
it.<else if mirror = spooky>The mirror in my bedroom (soon to be yours) is cracked and 
distorted, but I no longer pay it any mind; I have learned to seek my true reflection in the public I 
serve, and in their opinions of me.<endif> 
 
I have been called upon to give many rousing speeches over the years, enough that the words 
now come too easily, without real thought or feeling. If I were to summon one piece of sincere 
advice for you, it would be this: [CHOICE] 
 

1. Do not live for your own happiness. It is the happiness you bring to others that will live on 
when you die. A cliché, I know, but it's true. 

2. Do not live for the happiness of others. Their gratitude and admiration will bring you little 
consolation if you find yourself alone in the eerie quiet of Tillinghast Manor. 

3. Do not set too much stock by happiness – yours, or that of anybody else. There is value 
in melancholy and safety to be found within the shadows of your ancestral home. 

 
I leave you my home, Maxamillian, but it will be no good to you until you make it yours. 
  



PRESTIGE-SPOOKY 
 
Dear Beatrice, 
 
It is a burden to inherit a legacy like this one, especially at our age: the age you are now; the 
age I was then. When I came to Tillinghast Manor, I determined to become worthy of our 
ancestral home by making some contribution of note to the world, something that could not be 
overshadowed by our family's morbid reputation. 
 

 
 
Alas, despite my best intentions, I could never pull free of the legacy. Too many generations 
had already seeped their strange and dark energies into the walls of our ancestral home. In my 
old age I have been driven into isolation and obscurity. <if portrait = love>There is something in 
the attic here, a portrait I will not attempt to describe… I thought that concealing it from view 
would be enough, but one cannot build a wholesome life beneath a cloud of evil, even an 
unacknowledged one.<else if portrait = prestige>There is a portrait on display in this house, a 
very handsome portrait at first glance… but no amount of skill could conceal the truth which is 
revealed on closer inspection – the sinister truth of our line – the truth which duty now calls you 
to confront.<else if portrait = spooky>There is a portrait on display in this house, a disturbing 
portrait which paints the disturbing truth of our line for all to see… I should have known my fate 
was sealed from the moment I first laid eyes on it.<end if> 
 

 
 
I cannot expect you, having read this sorry account, to have any regard for my advice. But let 
my life serve as an example. I beg you: [CHOICE] 
 

1. Destroy the portrait. It may not be enough to banish the curse of this place, but you must 
nonetheless make all possible efforts to claim a life in the light. 

2. Conceal the portrait in the attic. You may never scrub out the truth, but at best you may 
craft the imitation of a happy life within its shadow. 

3. Do not waste your life trying to deny fate. Display the portrait for all to see, and surrender 
yourself to the consuming darkness of Tillinghast Manor. 

 
I leave you a home, Beatrice, but it is not my home. Nor will it be yours, as long as it is gripped 
by the ghosts of those who passed before. 
  



SPOOKY-LOVE 
 
Dear Ligeia, 
 
I'm told that girl in your position must be poised to take on the world with the boundless courage 
and energy of youth. But when Tillinghast Manor came into my hands – many years ago, when I 
was scarcely older than you are now – I wanted nothing more than a place to hide from the 
world and its endless demands. I retreated behind its velvet curtains and hollow walls. I 
embraced the melancholy legacy of our ancestors. 
 

 
 
But I did not remain alone in my sanctuary for long. <if cage = love>Perhaps drawn by the song 
of my lone lovebird,<else if cage = prestige>While I could not conscience caging an animal for 
companionship,<else if cage = spooky>Perhaps drawn by the croak of my raven,<endif> the 
unloved animals of the neighbourhood began to seek refuge in my solitary and sinister home. I 
have fed countless generations of black cats, abandoned by their superstitious owners, from my 
kitchen door. Though I have never had children of my own, I confess to feeling something like 
love for the bats roosting in the attic. You probably think that's very silly. You are probably 
already making arrangements to have them removed, and that's all right. It is the nature of the 
thing. 
 

 
 
My life has been far from conventional. Perhaps you have no interest in taking advice from an 
eccentric like me, who knows so little of the modern world. But should you wish to know it, my 
advice would be this: [CHOICE] 
 

1. Do not retreat into the shadows as I did. Live your life in the light, among your fellow 
women and men. 

2. Cherish the sanctuary offered by this house. Humans are not all bad, but through 
carelessness or cruelty, they will hurt you if you let them get too close. 

3. Whether you choose to live privately or openly, make love your priority. You cannot go 
far wrong if you have love. 

 
Tillinghast Manor is yours now, Ligeia, to do with as you see fit. I hope it will take care of you as 
it has taken care of me. 
  



SPOOKY-PRESTIGE 
 
Dear Rowena, 
 
I was your age when I came to Tillinghast Manor, and characteristically of whippersnappers at 
your age, I was brimming over with ambition. My thirst for acclaim and recognition seemed at 
first to run at odds with the melancholy legacy I had inherited. But in time I came to realise that 
acclaim and recognition need not come from the mainstream – that the macabre and esoteric 
have their own pioneers, their own celebrities. 
 

 
 
<if books = love or prestige>Before this world was opened to me, I gave away some of the 
dustier books left behind by our ancestors. They were traced back to me by some experts in the 
occult, who explained the importance of the volumes. My new friends also perceived in me<else 
if books = spooky>This world was opened to me when I began to study the books left behind by 
our ancestors. As I learned to look beyond the mundane, I began to recognise in myself<end if> 
an uncommon potential for spiritual advancement. I have since dedicated my life to the study of 
the strange and the sinister, with more success than anyone else of my generation. I have no 
doubt that my gifts, passed down from Tillinghasts of centuries gone by, flow also in your veins. 
 

 
 
I know you will be disinclined to accept advice from an ageing academic, least of all one with 
such eccentric specialisms as mine. But if the darkness of Tillinghast Manor should overwhelm 
you, and you find yourself wishing for guidance from beyond the grave, consider my parting 
words: [CHOICE] 
 

1. Do not be afraid of the weird and the morbid. This, more than the house itself, is your 
inheritance. Embrace the gloom that runs in our line, and it will treat you well. 

2. Do not allow yourself to be consumed by darkness – it may run in our family, but it is not 
your destiny. Keep one foot in the light, always. 

3. As soon as you arrive, gather up my personal effects and hold a seance. If I don't 
respond, keep trying until I do; there's a knack to it. I just want to see what it's like from 
the other side. 

 
Good luck, dear Rowena, until we meet again. 


